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EPAL, the revolutionary platform that connects gamers with each other for an enhanced

gaming experience, has set a new standard for its freelance profession for gamers by

introducing the ePal Training Camp. The ePal Training Camp provides a comprehensive

array of services that are tailored to enhance the skills and expertise of ePals, the service

providers on the EPAL platform.

The ePal Training Camp offers a range of services that include courses, effect testing, 1V1

coaching, and advice on building a successful career as an ePal. The camp also

provides assistance in establishing personal IP and 3rd party collaborations for

outstanding ePals. All of these services are available to ePals on the platform, with no

cost to the participants.

The only requirement to participate in the ePal Training Camp is a "love for the ePal

career and a desire to provide clients with quality services." EPAL believes that by

investing in the development and growth of its ePals, the platform can provide its users

with the best possible gaming experience.

The instructor of the ePal Training Camp courses, who is also the Co-Founder and CEO

of EPAL, Brian Xiong, claims: "The purpose of the ePal Training Camp is to help every

ePal gain the comprehensive service ability to convert clients and continue to make them

repurchase. In the history of EPAL, only about 1% of merchants have achieved

comprehensive service quality, but they have completed half of the orders on the entire

website."

Before announcing the ePal Training Camp, the EPAL team spent two months analyzing

internal data points and interviewing both ePals and clients in order to find the secret of

what "good ePal services" really stand for. As a pioneer in a new industry, EPAL is known

for cultivating a new profession for gamers worldwide to earn extra income while playing

video games with others. It may sound too good to be true, but in less than three years,

EPAL has shown its business model is viable and has grown to one of the largest gaming
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freelancer platforms in the world with more than 1.5 million registered users and 150,000

verified ePals.

The top 25% of ePals now make $500 a month, while the top 1% make $4,700+ a month, a

sizable income that even beats many conventional jobs. In January 2023, the team

believes it is now the time to unveil the ePal Training Camp as a channel to teach ePals

how they can provide clients with better experiences and services as well as gain ideal

earnings and benefits.

Along with the ePal Training Camp, EPAL will also revamp its Store Rating, ePal levels,

and exposure algorithm at the end of January. These changes aim to use metrics for

clients to better predict the ePals’ overall service qualities. The new store rating system

will add service quality to the existing profile completeness, responsiveness, and more

exposure, and service quality will be the most important part of the new store rating

system. EPAL will also strengthen the screening of users and the handling of violators this

year.

According to Brian, the Co-Founder and CEO of EPAL, “I am also a gamer myself, and I

am happy to create a great industry and a respectable career with all the ePals. The

vision of EPAL is to build a bridge of sharing and companionship for gamers all over the

world, and ePals as sharers are the most critical part of this vision.” Brian believes these

recent new changes are necessary for the business in the long run. “We must improve the

quality of our overall services so that more people can have fun and have a really good

experience here. This will improve our reputation and attract more clients for our ePals.

We know it is not simple, but we will make it through this, together.”

The ePal Training Camp sets a new benchmark for the freelance profession for gamers,

offering a one-of-a-kind chance for ePals to acquire new abilities and improve their

services, resulting in a mutually beneficial outcome for both ePals and clients.

Additionally, by introducing this training camp, EPAL positions itself as a leader in the

gaming freelancer industry, dedicated to equipping its ePals with the necessary tools and

resources to excel in this rapidly expanding field. EPAL is truly revolutionizing the notion

of a "gamers' dream job" and establishing a respected, viable career path for gamers

worldwide.

To learn more about EPAL, please visit EPAL.gg.
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ePal Training Camp

 

ePal Training Camp: more than just courses
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